
C H A P T E R - I 

SAUL BELLOW AND EXISTENTIAL HUIVIANISM 

A literary proverb holds that every writer has but one story 

to tell. Perhaps it is more accurate to say tha t every writer is 

compelled by a single issue. The novelist's plots and characters , 

however, different, express the same human dilemma: he continually 

struggles to solve a problem tha t h a u n t s him. This problem is 

personal, of course, but it is also in the novelist who commands our 

attention to a reflection of the larger society. We are compelled as 

Lionel Trilling says by the writer whose "inner struggle provides u s 

with the largest representation of the culture in which we, with him 

are involved (Trilling: 1953 :'176). 

Saul Bellow is clearly such a writer. Whatever Bellow's final 

position in literary history, he creates in his present reader a deeply 

personal response. He too, as he has said of Hemingway, "has found 

out some of the secret places of our pride and trouble." (Bellow: 1953 

: 338). 

Winner of a string of prizes, Nobel and Pulitzer included, 

Saul Bellow has given us a sequence of novels - The Dangling Man, 

Herzog, and Humboldt's Gift among them - that, according to his Nobel 

citation, combined "human understanding and subtle analysis of 

contemporary culture" and forged an original style by juxtaposing-

adventure, tragedy and philosophy. 



Bellow had read much in modem European existentialism 

before he wrote his first novel Dangling Man (1944). And Sartre's Being 

and Nothingness was first published in French in 1943. It is not known 

whether he had read it before he wrote his first novel, but what is more 

important is that Bellow did write in an intellectual climate pervaded 

by the raw material of existentialism - a climate marked by the loss of 

traditional faith, the sense of a hostile, indifferent or absurd universe 

and the consequent need for man to turn to his own inner resources. 

This ethos is clearly reflected in Dangling Man and Bellow's second 

novel The Victim [1947). 

There are various strands in existentialist philosophy and it 

will be hard to find two existentialist thinkers with identical views on 

all elements that their thought covers. But one. view that could be 

perhaps called cardinal to this body of thought is that the possibility 

of choice is the central fact of human nature. Almost all of Bellow's 

fiction dramatises what has come to be known as modem man's 

predicament, his loss of moorings and of a sense of community, his 

feeling of isolation from a world which he finds absurd and the despair 

resulting from these. 

But in an interview Bellow himself has said that his books 

are concerned with free choice. He says, "I seem to have asked in my 

books, how can one resist the controls of this vast society without 

turning into a nihilist, avoiding the absurdity of empty rebellion? I 

have asked, are there other, more good-natured forms of resistance 

and free choice? And I~ suppose that, like most Americans, I have 
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involuntarily favoured the more comforting or meKoristic side of the 

question. "He also says, IVe tried to suggest this in my books that 

there may be truths on the side of life. I am quite prepared to admit 

that being habitual liars and self-deluders, we have good cause to fear 

the truth, but Tm not at all ready to stop hoping. There may be some 

truths which are, after all, our friends in the universe." (Harper: 1967 

:48). 

A concern with what Bellow himself has called man's "sub-

angelic" nature is also a persistent presence in all his fiction. As Bellow 

himself has said in the context of modem fiction: 

"The dread is great, the soul is small; man might be 

god Uke but he is wretched; the heart should be open, 

but it is sealed by fear. If man wretched by nature is 

represented, what we have here is only accurate 

reporting. But if it is man in the image of God, man 

little lower than the angels who is impotent, the case is 

not the same. And it is the second assumption, the 

sub-angelic one, that writers generally make. For they 

are prone, as Nietzsche said in Human, All Too Himian, 

to exaggerate the value of human personality. I don't 

know whether exaggeration is quite the word, but what 

it suggests we can certainly agree with. Why should 

wretched man need power or wish to inflate himself 

with imaginary glory? If this is what power signifies it 

can only be Vanity to suffer firom impotence. On the 

nobler assumption he shoiild have at least sufficient 

power to overcome ignominy and to complete his own 

life. His suffering, feebleness, servitude then have a 
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meaning. This is-what writers have taken to be the 

justification of power. It should reveal the greatness of 

man. And if no other power wiH do this, the power of 

the imagination will take the task upon itself." (1957 : 

15). 

This was said in 1957 in an essay called "Distractions of a 

Fiction Writer: which is a vital document to an understanding of 

Bellow's thinking on modern fiction in general and his own fiction 

in particular. 

Ihab Hassan's discussion of the contemporary American 

novel in Radical Innocence is worth detailing because of its 

representa t ive n a t u r e . He equa tes the modern American 

experiences the conditions of which are gratui tous action, 

encounter with absurdity, anarchy, death, and nihilism, with the 

existential. The helpless individual is pitted against technology 

and all contemporary political systems. The search is for self-

definition and freedom, and the necessity is for retreat into 

selfhood. Hassan concludes that existential awareness is based 

on the discovery of the "aboriginal self which in turn is the primal 

anarchic American self. Hassan's account is representative of 

those tendencies which transform existentialism by grafting it to 

a liberal humanism. What results is a paradoxically affirmative 

value system capable of providing something like salvation for 

modern man. 

It will be useful to examine briefly such notions as 
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meaninglessness, alienation and subjectivity, which usually support 

popular versions of existential philosophy. Alfred Kazin explains the 

predilection for meaninglessness as a "temporary fatigue" representing 

the sometimes frolicsome dependency of intellectuals who see no great 

place for their moral influence - for changing things - in a future laid 

out in advance by technology. (1973 : 245) The tendency to reify 

meaninglessness emerges from within existential thought itself. Theodor 

Adomo in his critique of Heideggar (in which he traces the tendency 

within Heideggar's exis tent ial ism to align itself with German 

nationalism) connects the experience of meaninglessness with the 

presence of leisure in a society, which does not provide real freedom 

for the individual. Powerlessness and nothingness instead of being 

seen as a historical state of affairs are "eternalized" as the "pure essence" 

or substance of man : "actual, avoidable, or at least corrigible need." Is 

revered as "the most humane element in the image of man." (Tarmowski 

65 Will:-1964 : 34-36). 

The concept of alienation, which has a central place in 

existentialism, has acquired a broad significance and range in our 

centuiy. In sociological terms alienation can mean loneliness, the 

absence of relatidnships, the feeling of dissociation from others or the 

explicit rejection of social values and norms, the sense of both 

powerlessness in the face of existing social structures as well as the 

sense of their meaninglessness. While sociological categories of 

alienation register the inability to relate outside one's self, existential 

categories; on the other hand, indicate alienation from the self the 
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failure to experience oneself which may come from an excess of 

conformity or a lack of individuality or spontaneity. Consequently 

they call into question the criteria of self-hood. Heidegger in Being 

and Time (1927) equates alienation with being cut off from one's 

potential "authentic" existence (a Being - toward Death) by over 

involvement in the present or a superficial understanding of oneself. 

For Sar t re in Being and Nothingness (1943) al ienat ion is the 

individual 's experience of himself a s an object, which is not a 

disparity to be overcome but a fact to be acknowledged. Alienation 

as a sociological category is a historical phenomenon susceptible to 

change, but as an existential category it is axiomatic becoming almost 

the quintessence of human nature . It is therefore both an eminently 

social and an asocial concept. 

The basis for the over-valuation of subjectivity lies in the 

importance of existential though gives to the conscious subject as 

meaning giver: the world acquires existence only to the extent that it 

enters individual experience. Truth and value are located in the self-

discovery and the self-creation of the individual in his attempt to arrive 

at his authentic self and subsequently freedom. 

Existentialism becomes a means for t ranscending the 

limiting social environment. By making subjectivity a supreme value 

some critical commentary on Bellow elevates his protagonists into 

symbols of the general h u m a n condition, of a t r anscenden ta l 

conception of humanity. Subjectivity becomes the central component 

of a human i sm in which an exaltation of the na tu re of "Man", 
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measure of all things, is conjoined with his refusal to be defined 

either by his environment or by history. The premium placed on the 

subjective individual self increases in proportion to his ac tual 

dehumanization in society. The intactness of the self then mus t be 

maintained at any cost. Existentialism in some popular readings of 

the modern American novel is transformed into a liberal humanis t 

value. Liberal hupianism puts its belief in a universal human nature, 

insists on the freedom of the individual to realize his human capacity, 

and opposes those social institutions which denies the individual 

his right to self development; when grafted on existentialism (or 

vice versa) it allows the individual to realize his h u m a n capacity, it 

allows the individual to be exalted even while he is shown as helpless. 

This in turn becomes a means of reconciling the individual to his 

historical plight. 

The tendency stemming from existentialism, which retreat 

into self-hood as a means of salvation provides a foundation for a 

religious optimism about the fate of the universe. This in turn leads to 

the search for redemption in every modem novel. For example Ihab 

Hassan's new hero; the "rebel-victim", bearer of an "existential" and 

"self-made" morality which is full of "ironies and ambiguities" is endowed 

nevertheless with a "will" which is "always in some sense redemptive". 

(1973 : 25) 

Critical commentary on Bellow, which acclaims him as an 

existential novelist usual ly , c laims for him a redemptive and 

transcendental humanism. Howard Harper and R.R. Dutton define 
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Bellow's existential ism in Sar t rean te rms: man himself is the 

m.easure of all things and he is what he chooses to be. They see 

Bellow's heroes as drifting airnlessly, indulging in gratuitous action, 

haunted by or confronting death, trapped and alienated yet searching 

for identity and meaning. Dutton stresses the value of subjectivity 

for Bellow and like Nathan A. Scott J r . rejects all social determinism 

for Bellow's characters . For Scott the "Central moments" in the 

experience of a Bellow character are those in which he, "transcending 

the immediate p r e s su re s of h is environment and the limiting 

conditions of thp social matrix, asks himself some fundamental 

questions about the nature of his own humanity (1973 : 105). Dutton 

locates Bellow in the humanis t tradition for continuing to exalt the 

nature of man. For Harper Bellow's protagonists are initiated into 

"a larger transcendental conception of humanity" which t ranscends 

the limited and limiting dimension of "pure reason" (1967 : 20). For 

Scott though Bellow's protagonists are burdened by "the pressure 

of concrete circumstance" and the "bitter taste" of "in authenticity 

the novels still move towards "disburdenment" and reconciliation. 

He sees Bellow as being critical of such existential not ions a s 

allegation, Angst and nothingness. He ascribes th is partially to 

Bellow's deepening "conviction that the way into blessedness and 

felicity is the way of what Martin Heisleggar called Gelassenheit of 

acquiescent submission to the multileveled and medical mystery of 

existence, the way of falling into peace." But Gelassenheit need not 

"entail any abdication from the social contract" for Bellow "knows 

that the world supports and confirms the sacrament of selfhood 
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only in the degree to which it is organized along the lines of some 

viable form of co-existence." (1973 : 108) 

Nathan Scott does not entirely reject the determination of 

the individual by external factors - he at tempts to have it both ways 

by combining the sacramental view of self with a recognition of 

concrete factuality and fellow manhood. Similarly, John . J . Clayton 

takes an ambiguous s tand . Bellow for him h a s an existential 

sensibility which takes cognizance of the despair, alienation's, and 

emptiness of modern life, yet takes a s tand against the "wasteland" 

a n d o p t s for "b ro the rhood a n d communi ty" . Bellow v a l u e s 

individuality but sees social redemption as coming through replacing 

individuality by concern for others. Clai^ton takes a moralistic stance 

and opts for a non-solipsistic existentialism. His rejection of the 

negative character of existentialism comes from the affirmative 

character of his liberal humanis t standpoint. So we are given a 

portrait of Bellow as a critic of existentialism who had nevertheless 

accepted its central a ssumpt ions ; living in the here and now, 

rejecting the "constructed" self, obsessed with pure being, accepting 

the "necessity of confronting one 'sown death in order to become 

authentic." (1968 : 4) Max. F. Schulz depicts Bellow as a moderate 

existentialist who rejects reason and modern positivism in favour of 

a more encompassing embrace of experience - of the whole man. 

Bellow resists both existential despair and nada as well as naive 

optimism and settles for a humanism, which accepts the pain of 

existence. The contours of this humanism are now familiar: the heart 
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as a guide to morality, the psychic and spir i tual t r iumph over a 

s leuth bravely confronted, the celebration of individual identi ty 

while aiming for an equi l ibr ium between the indiv idual and 

society, the maintenance of the "integral self" - "civilization exists, 

Bellow would have it, only so long as the individual can retain 

h i s s e l f n e s s i n t a c t " . ( 1 9 6 9 : 1 2 8 , 29) All t h e s e c r i t i c a l 

commentar ies find some kind of redemption in Bellow's fiction 

whe the r it is affirmation of m a n ' s un ique individual i ty , t he 

celebration of the whole man , the acceptance of communi ty or 

submiss ion to the mystery of existence. 

Bellow's relation to both existentialism and humanism is 

oblique; the so-called redemptive aspects of his fiction in fact result 

in a strange quiescence, which reveals the true nature of his concern 

for man. Josephine Hendin has called the intelligence of Bellow's 

heroes "a diversion from the i:eal world" - "ideas provide rel ier from 

personal problems but "no solutions". (1978 : 213) The individual 

consciousness seems to be Bellow's version of fate - the significant 

theme in Herzog for him is "the imprisonment of the individual in a 

shameful and impotent privacy^, which is not an "intellectual 

privilege" but "another form of bondage," (Tanner: 1 9 7 1 : 304) Despite 

this recognition on Bellow's part the failure of his protagonists to 

break out becomes an existential inversion of the success ethic, his 

badge of success. 

Herzogand Mr. Sammler *s PlaTiet presGnt aview of man, which 

elevates his selfness at the same time as it acknowledges his social 
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impotence and futility. This combination works as an assertion of 

faith in Man as well as a s imul taneous ra t ional isa t ion of his 

helplessness. Bellow's fictions, imply an unchangeable social reality 

in which the in4ividual's impotence becomes a universal category 

and must therefore, along with his subjectivity, be elevated if some 

semblance of humanism is to remain intact. So Dutton's description 

of Herzog - as the intellectual suffering from self-doubt regarding 

his social relevance as well as a symbol of the general h u m a n 

condition - unwillingly reveals the paradox on which Bellow's fiction 

seems to be based. 

For Bellow the existential perspective functions as a gesture 

toward the autonomy of the individual but in his fiction the content 

of this autonomy is in doubt. If any effort is to be made to see 

existentialism in perspective - both as a critical response to the 

contemporary situation as well as a philosophy which contains the 

potential for being transformed into an instrument for buttressing 

that very situation - then this is more than a significant trend. The 

tendency in post-war Europe has been for existential philosophy to 

align itself overtly with politics, as in Sartre's Marxism, or to become 

apolitical as with Camus. In Bellow there is a discernible tendency 

to revitalize an existing liberal humanism with an existential attitude. 

Inversely, he colours the existential stance with an ethical and 

religious tincture. 

The titles Dangling Man and The Victim are themselves 

suggestive of alienation, uncertainty and despair. And much of what 
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happens to the protagonists would seem to justify this reading. But 

such a reading takes into account only one aspect of the protagonist's 

situation - his alienation and despair in Dangling Man, and his 

uncer ta in ty and struggle for self-identity in The Victim. In the 

existentialist outlook man 's encounter with the world around and 

with his own self is crucial and to that extent both these novels are 

suffused with the existentialist atmosphere. As I have discussed 

earlier, the other existentialist step - exercise of the will, the making 

of a choice and the end of alienation - is also, though in a sub-dued 

way, present in these novels. It seems to me that the bulk of these 

short novels being given over to the protagonists ' despair and his 

rather hopeless looking struggle, the quiet, almost muffled, note 

signifying the choice to .affirm possibility and to connect himself 

with human kind is overlooked. In Dangling Man, The Victim and in 

The Adventures of Augie March, the protagonis t squarely and 

comprehensively encounters himself. Even in a novel such as Augie 

March, defined from the very first as episodic, Bellow is finally moral, 

seeking a pattern, a meaning, an explanation of cause. Augie after 

all seeks a fate good enough, and his life is strewn with t raps . His 

cheerful nature is increasingly tested by blows. And at the end, the 

reader is reminded that the whole book is a reminiscence by a rather 

saddened individual seeking to retain his buoyancy. Richard Pearce 

pu ts the matter very nicely when he writes that Bellow "continually 

affirms the heroic potential of character, the rational order of plot, 

the possibility of attaining wisdom through an understanding of 

cause and effect". (Peace: 1975 : 80) 
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In this dissertation it would be our endeavour to show that 

although the three Bellow protagonists are unable to accomplish 

an3^hing that significantly reshapes their world, they do manage to 

save themselves by coming to ah accommodation with the world as it 

is. The three Bellow heroes lift themselves out of their malaise by 

discovering within themselves an essential force for life: 

"Nobody truly occupies a station in life any more. There are 

mostly people who fell that they occupy the place that belongs to another 

by rights. There are displaced persons everywhere." (Bellow: 1953 : 2) 

These happen to be the words of Bellow's displaced millionaire Eugene 

Henderson, but they could have been spoken by almost any of Bellow's 

characters, or, for that matter, by Bellow himself. 

The creation of a recognisable character type, the Bellow 

hero is Bellow's major accomplishment. The faces and individual 

circumstances of this hero have varied from fiction to fiction. He 

has been rich and poor, well and ill-educated, he h a s grown from 

youth to middle age, gone to war, multiplied his wives and mistresses, 

narrowed and extended his field of operations with the world. But 

when we compare the personal of his earliest published sketches in 

1941 [Two Morning Monologues) with his later ones, we realize that 

the alterations in the hero are surprisingly superficial. He postures 

to a Dostoevskian rhythm in Dangling Man, He is clumsy and 

vulnerable in The Victim and Seize the day and in Augie March he 

affects the free wheeling manner of an unlikely re-incarnation of 

Huck Finn and finally, in the character of Moses Herzog, he absorbs 
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all his previous follies in a comical apotheosis of despair . The 

variations among the individual protagonists seem largely to be due 

to the expedients of their different dramatic settings. Any one of 

them could collapse into a paroxysm of welcome tears over a stranger 

funeral bier." Any one of them could fulminate with the righteous 

rage of a Jeremiah and be capable of no greater violence than the 

spanking of a fifteen-year-old niece. And any one of them could find 

himself knotted in impotent frustration, praying desperately: "For 

all the time I have wasted I am very sorry. Let me out of this clutch 

and into a different life. For I am all belled up . Have mercy.*' The 

Bellow hero is a composite of them all, a blend of Leopold Bloom 

and Stephen Dedalus a cogent blur of modern man as comic sufferer. 

He is Jewish, an avid undisciplined reader with an erratic memory 

for assorted trivia and passages of moral exhortation, a city dweller 

oscillating between seizures of inarticulate yearning ("I want r ) and 

"narcotic dullness". In a strange way he is the introspective inversion 

of the Hemingway hero, his most immediate Chicago predecessor. 

Like him, he is fearfully alone and afraid, like him he struggles 

incessantly to achieve dignity and to impose amora l dimension upon 

life. But unlike him, he is cursed or blessed with a pervasive sense 

of irony, he is mistrustful of action sceptical of heroics, painfully 

aware of the limitations of reason as only an intellectual can be, but 

unwilling at the same time to surrender himself to the dangerous 

passions of unreason. 

His heroes are frequently at odds with the society they inhabit, 
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searching for the freedom of self. But it is as much the self as the 

world that must undergo a proper adaptation. This being so, his 

novels have a dense moral and psychological dimension which owes 

a good deal to Dostoevsky and similar European novelists, and his 

urban landscape is not simply anonymous, but a landscape of the 

spirit which must be realised as reality and turned into a condition 

for growth and self renewal. There is an explicit resistance in his 

novels, in particular in 'Herzog', to those who would instruct u s in 

the bleak absurdity of reality, who say tha t man is necessarily 

alienated, who tell u s that the age of the moralised and personal 

self is finished. It is in conducting his quarrel with such views that 

Bellow gets much of his energy as a writer, and his standpoint is 

not, as many critics have suggested, one simply of adaptation to the 

system, but one that liberally seeks to restore a t rue sense of fullness 

of self-hood, that demands that the world be made for men. There is 

a core of deeply realised humanity in his clear conviction that the 

e s sen t i a l t a s k 'is to discover the bas i s of ind iv idua l i ty and 

brotherhood in a world of singularly complex reality. Most of his 

heroes bear the bu rden of working out , in the mos t difficult 

circumstances a satisfactory relationship to other man and to the 

moral demands of the self in a universe intensely complicated 

philosophically and socially, a world in which as one of these heroes, 

Henderson, puts it, no man has a place any longer. Through his 

novels he works out these themes with an exuberant imaginative 

zest. In part this comes from the r ichness of a prose tha t can 

effectively allude to moral matters because it ha s all the force of 
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Jewish soul searching for rhetoric behind it, which can reach 

from the comedy of suffering to the ideal of aspiration towards 

h u m a n g randeur , which can s u s t a i n and appea l to the 

transcendental and eternal as a consistent and fundamental 

elements of his style. In the earlier novels the essential theme of 

inquiry is man's obligations towards others. In the later ones it 

becomes an often euphoric exploration of the grandeur of self. 

The euphoria is sustained often, as a relieving comedy then 

carries this sense of grandeur without at all diminishing the 

nature of significance of human suffering and pain. "Herzog, 

though not Bellow's best book, draws all these themes and 

qualities together in its portrait of Moses Hersog, the disturbed 

Jewish intellectual moving through New York and Chicago and 

quarelling, in letters addressed to the great living and the great 

dead, with their pessimistic answers to the problems of the world, 

with their abstract historicism and fading humanism." 

Bellow has characteristically channelled his intelligence 

towards questions concerning the moral possibilities of contemporary 

life, he has staunchly identified himself as a writer who very 

consciously wrestles with the desperate ambiguities of morality in a 

world where religious sanctions no longer operate save as a 

sentimental judgement and an unappeasable nostalgia. The 

problematic theme to which Bellow has been irresistibly drawn is 

that of trying to reconcile virtue with the fact of self-consciousness 

: can modern man attain "dignitjr", can he live a good life when he 
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must assume the traditional function of God, when he himself mus t 

judge his own frailties, cowardice's, and ignoble motives? Bellow's 

struggle to arrive at a workable moral identity which has led him 

inevitably into the ambiguous modes of comic and grotesque irony, 

that style that is the last ditch defence against despair. 

For Bellow, a stoiy line seems more than anything else a 

weblike scenario that he weaves more and more tightly around his 

captured protagonist, it is primarily a method of presenting the 

stifling power of the human predicament in order to measure his 

hero's ability to endure the harrowing weight of his own life. In effect, 

the typical Bellow plot is rarely more than a device to bring his 

protagonist and his reader into a heightened emotional awareness 

of the thin slaver of freedom that life permits to consciousness. Bellow 

never fully succumbs to the s t a r k na tu ra l i s t i c view. J o s e p h , 

Leventhal and Tommy Wilhelm are clearly victims, bu t they are 

victims who are intensely aware of themselves as victims. And it is 

precisely Bellow's commitment to the fact of their developed self-

awareness that has led him to exploit the introspective space between 

history and personality, the precious human space in which morality, 

humour, grace and creativity may conceivably exist. In fact, the 

steady current of development from Bellow's earliest work to his 

latest can be appreciated partially in terms of his painstakingly 

honest efforts to widen that space between - to present victim man 

with valid opportunities to enlarge his human capacities. Augie, 

Henderson, Herzog and Sammler are continually victimised, but they 
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are not victims, forwant of a better descriptive term, -WG could call 

them survivors. Bellow's survivors pick their way gingerly through the 

detritus of their experience, straining to maintain a precarious balance 

between the irrevocabilities of the past and the dwindling possibilities 

of the future. Bellow cautiously explores and exploits the introspective 

space within. His individual fictions have a strong family resemblance 

to one another and his thematic concern with the ambiguities of morality 

and personality has grown suppler and more tensile with his increasing 

craftsmanship. Along v^ t̂h this mastery, his later novels seem to breathe 

an air of richer repose. Bellow gives the impression of moving with 

larger ease and freedom through the bleak foreground of his own world 

as he gains confidence in the reality and value of the creative self-

consciousness. 

But BeUow's ambiguity also results from the veiy ambition 

of his quest for meaning. His intention has remained intensely moral. 

His hero always seeks some revelation: Bellow himself always shares 

that quest. His novels often begin with a brilliant conception, the idea 

of the ambiguous victim or the character of Henderson and his 

protagonists' claim of having solved a problem. Henderson tells u s at 

the outset that "living proof of something of the highest importance 

has been presented to me." And Herzog feels "confident, cheerful, 

clairvoyant, and strong." Bellow's novels often endvpith Bellow labouring 

to keep his hero's promise. 

But Bellow's difficulty in ending his novels does suggest 

an art divided against itself. His protagonists find their pain in 
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division and seek the revelation that synthesizes. Bellow's use of 

debate and dialogue, contras t ing pai rs and parallel plots , his 

penchant for summary and his repetition of situation all a t tempts 

to resolve conflict. 

This dissertation is an attempt to define the- conflict in four 

Bellow novels Dar^Ung Man, The Victiny The Adventures of Augie March, 

and Herzog, and to show through these novels how Bellow is aware of 

the buoyancy of man, and takes it as a cause for celebration. He is 

aware of the ultimate helplessness of man before fate and takes it, 

without sentimentality or apology, as something mysterious; but his 

final appeal is not to the resolution of man's conflict with fate but to 

the spectacle of man seeking resolution. 

In book after book, Bellow reveals the journey of his hero 

from within to without, from one's self to society, from guilt to freedom, 

from idea to reality. And in all this journey or quest, Bellow emphasizes 

the beauty and virtue and holiness of experience qua experience. It's 

only when the victims learn the strategies for survival and are prepared 

to undertake adventures of spirit that they can hope to live authentically 

in this irrational world. In fact, the theme of salvation is almost wholly 

related to the recovery of the spirit in the midst of life's squalor, pain 

and tragedy. 

What distinguishes Bellow from many other contemporary 

American novelists is the tension he manages to create between the 

actual world and the trust he puts in man. He does not exclude from 
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his fiction the violent chaotic, corrupt, and dangerous world he sees 

out there; he plants his characters firmly in it. But he does not 

describe the situation as totally helpless and absurd, nor does he 

give u s an interpretation of history as ineluctably leading to ut ter 

destruction. Sarcasm and nihilism are not his cup of tea. Reason, 

human reason, is still of paramount importance to Bellow, for it 

enables man to unders tand. . . In Bellow's novels, therefore, the 

individual is seen in conflict with society and with himself. But Bellow 

remains well within the humanis t tradition. Indeed he is conscious 

of the chaos of the world and of the arbitrary quality of civilised 

society... but he sees no choice for man but to go on living among 

those e l emen t s . He sees escape or refusal as imposs ib le or 

impractical. 

Jonathan, Wilson's On Bellow's Planet: Readings from the 

dark side (1985), sets out to explain the reasons why the majority 

view of Bellow as a lone voice on the apocalyptic battlefields, still 

sound ing the v i r tues of h u m a n i s m , upho ld ing the va lues of 

community is one that represents an error of some magnitude. (On 

Bellow's Planet: Readings from the Dark side, Ganbuiy, New Jersey: 

1985 p. 18) Dangling between humanis t dream and persecuted 

reality, Wilson proposes that Bellow's fiction resolves into a 'Static 

dialectic' with masochistic heroes who persistently attack the objects 

of their own desire and behaviourally contradict their most cherished 

ideals. There is, he finally claims, an energy of paralysis writ large 

throughout Bellow's fiction, unable to realize life-affirming humanism 
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in the reality of their lives, his heroes "sustain themselves by falling 

back on their intellects and imaginations. Ultimately, then, Wilson 

acknowledges the humanist dimension in fictions but insists that it is 

only a safety valve through which the hero temporarily escapes from 

reality: ''Submerged in this harsh, unaccommodating world. Bellow's 

heroes persistently try to imagine a better one... Denjdng any objective 

validity to their own negative experience of the world, the heroes imagine 

a world of truth, order, harmony, and love to which they aspire, and to 

which they are sentimentally attached, but in which they never arrive" 

(Wilson, p. 19) 

Saul Bellow's humanity and compassion radiate from eveiy 

novel, his skill is incredible - in particular, his ability to describe 

experience in a human voice so that the texture of the experience comes 

through, and his ability to convey the philosophical-moral complexities 

of human life without losing that life itself. Bellow being the spokesman 

of modem culture voices certain uncertainties, its complexities, its 

paradoxes. So Saul Bellow's fiction contains some inter-related 

contradictions. Bellow takes a stand against the cultural nihilism of 

the twentieth century against Dada, against the Wasteland, against 

the denigration of human life in modem society yet Bellow is himself 

essentially a depressive, and his imagiaation is as horrified by the 

emptiness of modem life as is lonesco's. 

Bellow rejects the tradition of alienation in modem literature, 

and his fiction emphasizes the value of brotherhood and conmiunity, 

yet his main characters are all masochists and alienates, 
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Bellow is particularly hostile to the devaluation of the 

"separate self in modem literature, and he values individuality nearly 

as highly as did Emerson. Yet in novel after novel he is forced to discard 

individuality, not simply because the individual is insignificant in the 

face of terrible forces, but also because individuality is undesirable, a 

burden which keeps the human being from love. The state of grace 

which his heroes approach is an anonymous state which is the polar 

opposite of the individuality Bellow loves and vnshes to defend, but it 

is a state which enables Bellow to keep faith in the human being and 

in the possibility of his union with others. 

We can be t t e r u n d e r s t a n d t h e s e c o n t r a d i c t i o n s by 

understanding their origins in Bellow's characters. They feel guilty, 

unworthy to live, they defend the human being in order to defend 

themselves. And so the Darkness and the struggle to escape the 

Darkness describe the psychic condition of Bellow's heroes before they 

describe the human condition; Bellow is a psychological novelist before 

he is a social novelist or moral spokesman. And the solution to the 

contradiction over individuality is also psychological before intellectual, 

that is, the heroes find that only by becoming unburdened of their 

guilty selves and entering the "shared condition of all" can they hope 

to become worthy. 
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